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B – Strategic Solutions – 2020 January – Defensive Portfolio [10.71%] 

A – L&G – Multi-Index 3 [16.58%] 

C – Bank of England Base Rate + 1% [4.44%] 

D – FTSE 100 [3.45%] 

DEFENSIVE PORTFOLIO 

B – L&G – Multi-Index 4 [19.92%] 

A – Strategic Solutions – 2020 January – Cautious Portfolio [20.31%] 

C – Bank of England Base Rate + 2% [7.57%] 

D – FTSE 100 [3.45%] 

CAUTIOUS PORTFOLIO 

B – Strategic Solutions – 2020 January – Balanced Portfolio [21.23%] 

A – BMO Universal MAP Balanced [28.30%] 

C – Bank of England Base Rate + 3% [10.73%] 

D – FTSE 100 [3.45%] 

BALANCED PORTFOLIO 

B – Strategic Solutions – 2020 January – Moderately Adventurous Portfolio [26.47%] 

A – HSBC Global Strategy Dynamic Portfolio [34.05%] 

C – Bank of England Base Rate + 4% [14.03%] 

D – FTSE 100 [3.45%] 

MODERATELY ADVENTUROUS PORTFOLIO 

Strategic Solutions is a trading style of Strategic Solutions Financial Services which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Number 525733. Principals: Jefferson Fawcett, 

Giles Wellington, Kevin Forbes, Allan Cruse, Nathan Harris. * These figures refer to the past & the past is not a reliable indicator of future results 



       

  

   

                       

 

 

  

 

B – Strategic Solutions – 2020 January – Adventurous [34.50%] 
A – HSBC Global Strategy Adventurous Portfolio [36.13%] 

C – Bank of England Base Rate + 5% [17.35%] 
D – FTSE 100 [3.45%] 

ADVENTUROUS PORTFOLIO 
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B – Fidelity Multi Asset Income W Inc [14.56%] 
A –Strategic Solutions – 2020 January – Adventurous [17.50%] 

C – Bank of England Base Rate + 5% [10.73%] 
D – FTSE 100 [3.45%] 

INCOME PORTFOLIO 

Strategic Solutions is a trading style of Strategic Solutions Financial Services which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Number 525733. Principals: Jefferson Fawcett, 

Giles Wellington, Kevin Forbes, Allan Cruse, Nathan Harris. * These figures refer to the past & the past is not a reliable indicator of future results 



 

 

 

 

 

 
Performance measure - Each Strategic portfolio has an objective based around the risk strategy and these objectives are linked to interest 

rates. The volatility of a portfolio is how much the portfolio gains when markets rise or fall. Strategic portfolios are measured against the FTSE 

100; the most well-known index in the UK. This enable our clients to gain a better understanding of how their respective portfolios perform. 
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Post ‘freedom’ day markets: What will the real picture look like? 

Last year the world stopped, due to an abrupt self-induced recession, and the entire market overturned, going into a full decline. Yet, people adapted remarkably, 

working online to shopping online enabling the impact of COVID to be localised to specific industries. And soon enough, as vaccines entered the picture, and mostly due 

to extremely low interest rates, the stock market was able to undergo one of the fastest recoveries in history. With the economy resurrecting in literally a span of a few 

weeks, the second half of the year positioned markets for recovery while also safeguarding against potential bouts of volatility. In that light, with the market having 

caught up, it is again at that point in the cycle when attention is needed on potential economic indicators and risks that shape the stock market.  

Now, in 2021, with restrictions being lifted and there being hope and excitement for the end of the pandemic, i.e., ‘freedom’ day in UK, a lot of stocks including UK 

travel and leisure gained. Alongside a significant boost in travel, the banking sector is also expected to see a boom with people taking out their credit cards and again 

using debt to fund large purchases. With that being said, it still might make it more difficult for investors to generate the same high returns as that of last year. The 

second half of 2021 might see stocks taking a breather and slowing slightly, with strong returns in 2020 making them appear more expensive. And after the S&P showing 

returns of about 15% in the first half of the year, it is unlikely that the markets will see such a strong second half to the year. More likely is that the markets will move 

sideways in anticipation of higher interest rates. Then again companies most impacted by pandemic induced recessions (i.e., banking and travel) may present 

opportunities in areas where consumer presence is strong. As consistent with the second year of a bull market, there are still opportunities for solid returns in the 

market, however, it is expected that there will be more volatility along the way. 

More so, as economies pick up speed, support provided by the Treasury to individuals and businesses are being scaled back. One such example would be the furlough 

scheme by the British government, which after being cut back will show the true level of unemployment. Another such concern is inflation, and whether the rising prices 

seen in some spheres of the economy are transitory or the first signs of a completely new playing field. With fears of inflation enough to stoke volatility in stocks, the 

same situation is applicable in case of the Bank of England regarding its decisions on interest rates and quantitative easing. As inflation is rising, there are chances of 

either increases in interest rates or cutting down of bond purchases for quantitative easing. The latter part of 2021 could witness the tightening of fiscal policy as 

governments work to reduce the debt piled to afford support measures established during lockdown. This in turn could have a drag effect on the brilliant economic 

recovery since last year. 

With summer looming, so is the promise of brighter days, especially in light of coronavirus restrictions lifting and vaccination rates increasing rapidly across major developed 

economies. It seems that 2021 is overall still the year for equities, consistent with that of a bull market. However, with the unwinding of COVID induced stimulus, then a barrage of 

monetary easing, rising interest rates and some fiscal pull back it will be quite interesting to see how the rest of the year plays out.  

 

 

Strategic Solutions is a trading style of Strategic Solutions Financial Services which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Number 525733. Principals: Jefferson Fawcett, 

Giles Wellington, Kevin Forbes, Allan Cruse, Nathan Harris. * These figures refer to the past & the past is not a reliable indicator of future results 


